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OO By Sam Sawley, SawleyCo

AT A GLANCE…
Agritechnica is the world’s biggest Ag show and is held
every two years in Hannover, Germany. It is the showcase of the
biggest and best in the global agricultural engineering industry
and a forum for the future of plant production. And it just
keeps getting bigger – in November, 2017, the show attracted:
OO 2802 exhibitors exhibitors from 52 countries in 23 halls.
OO 458,000 visitors from 130 countries.
OO 110,000 international visitors.
It is a daunting task just to get around the whole show, but
Sam Sawley from SawleyCo, the agricultural equipment hire
specialists, attended the 2017 show and sent back these notes.

Data gathering and automation (from Wolfert).

M

growing hand-in-hand and are about to help us all save money
and time.
But as we have the ability to also gather data from just about
anything on the farm, this stuff is overwhelming for most of us.
How to deal with the data overwhelm?
I liked the diagram above showing the concept of how the
data fits together with the automation.
When you stroll around Agritechnica it’s obvious there’s
awesome potential in using automation to help optimise farming
activities.
But from talking to people using the data and automation the
secret is clear.
First, you have to work out which areas you want to focus on!
Otherwise the complexity and cost of trying to work out how to
automate everything at once will remove the benefit you can get
from it.
Once you’ve done that, you’re on the right track.
True ‘plug and play’ is now farm-ready so you no longer need
to be an IT guru to get automation working for you on your
farm.
Northern Hemisphere farmers, in particular, are hiring in
machines pre-installed with automation systems (and they are
guaranteed to work!)
Since the farmer doesn’t have to be an IT guru to get the
benefits, this has led to a surge in trials of data collection and
automation on farms.

Data and automation

Here’s my four step recipe for automation success
on your farm

At the Agritechnica show I saw options to automate just
about everything you can think of! Data and automation are now

After speaking with the farmers and tech specialists, here is
the key!

The trade show venue in Hannover is massive – and the
stands are too.

ASSIVE is not big enough to describe the size of
Agritechnica. I had four days there and even then I
couldn’t get to see anywhere near all of it.
But I did get a look at what’s happening in the world in
our specific areas of interest, and there’s a lot going on in the
Northern Hemisphere that will impact us in Australia in 2018 and
2019.
I’m going to cover the main points I think you’ll find
important:
OO Data and automation;
OO Top technology and apps;
OO Micro robots;
OO Weed control without glysophate;
OO Reducing compaction with tracks; and,
OO Planting technology improvements.
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Farmdok helps automate data collection in the field.
Kuhn’s section control system – very cool.

If you are considering putting data and automation into play
on your farm, the way forward is as follows:
OO Pick the two largest variables you think will impact on your
profitability.
OO Choose the most common automation solution for these
variables supplied by someone who has a track record of
delivering this solution (that you can trust).
OO Have a play with the tech first without outlaying a heap of
time and cost (eg. get in a contractor or do a trial or pilot for
a bit).
OO Only when you have proved it should you take the leap to
scale up and spend.
This method ensures you take the risk out and is the way most
farmers I spoke with are automating to make more profit.
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Hot apps and technology
As you can imagine, the tech is everywhere you look. Here
were my favourites:

Farmdok
A great app to help automate data collection in the field. Its
features include Task Prediction, which helps plan the jobs that
need to be completed, and Work Cognition, which lets you track
a machine’s activity.

Automated section control from Kuhn
Kuhn’s automated section control for tillage to ensure you
don’t ‘over-till’ soil on headlands and so on.

7310 arriVeS

6.7L Tier 2 engine
(285-310hp peak)

More
power,
less
fuel

New cab with
improved visibility
and creature comforts

Complete new chassis – 2m
clearance and 5% reduction
in machine weight
Updated Active
Hydralink
suspension system

Full range of boom options,
including Spray-Air and
48m Pommier

Next generation
variable drive train

4500L stainless steel tank or 3800L with 700L Direct Chemical Injection
Ultimate
prodUct
protection
plan
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This is one of those examples where you don’t need to be an
IT professor anymore.
The system monitors crop input variables and adjusts the
machine settings. This takes the guesswork out of optimising a
combine’s performance.
So the tech side is strong at Agritechnica – but the big tech
movement is in robotics.

The robots are coming!
This was really interesting for me to see because, as you
probably know, our business is all about the future of advanced
farming technology.
And, having seen the progress in this area, I reckon we are less
than 10 years away from significant robotic machines that can
run without humans sitting on them.
What will be fascinating is that this may see advanced
machines getting smaller as ‘swarms’ of them can be put
into a field to work together to do things like planting, weed
elimination, fertilising, and so on.
Who knows? Soon, SawleyCo may be dry hiring swarms of
robots all over Australia.

Robots from MARS?
One interesting example of the genre was the AGCO Fendt
‘Mars’ seeder (MARS stands for Mobile Agricultural Robot
Swarms).
They can be smaller because you don’t have an expensive
human operating them meaning you don’t need to have each
machine doing more and more acres per hour to spread their
cost, plus they can go 24/7 without rest.
Also, the individual costs of each machine can be stripped
back meaning you can have lots of them.
There are a lot of upsides to having smaller gear: Less
compaction, more precision and better-targeted timing of inputs
for each part of your farm.
The MARS system is a swarm of small single row planting
units that work from a base station where they keep returning to
recharge and refill with seed – it was a fascinating concept.
But above all, these robots are coming FAST. It won’t be long
before we are all using them!

Tiny MARS units planting single row at a time. Mars stands
for “Mobile Agricultural Robot Swarms.”
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This laser weed zapper crawls around the paddock searching
out weeds and zapping them.

Herbicides and the war on weeds
Glysophate (and other herbicides) are under pressure but
interesting alternatives for weed control are emerging. The
pressure on glysophate is more immediate in Europe than here in
Australia, but we still can’t ignore it.
Many countries in Europe are committed to phasing out
glysophate within the next five years which has enormous
ramifications.
Whilst this isn’t going to happen anytime soon in Australia,
it’s very interesting to see what’s coming onto the market to deal
with this looming issue:
OO Vision systems on spray rigs continue to get more
accurate and reliable – this is obviously the immediate
answer and one that is growing everywhere (including
Australia). Good vision systems can reduce herbicide use
by over 90 per cent. I know some people are having mixed
experiences with these systems, but they will only get better.
OO Lasers to zap weeds – this was pretty cool and I have
attached a picture of a trial machine in operation. Basically,
you put it in the paddock and it goes off hunting weeds
and zapping them. I really think this concept has potential
especially when you can use a ‘swarm’ of them (see robot
section) to get across a paddock 24/7.
OO Mechanical weed control tools – this was interesting and
I need to look into this more. There was a simple “weed
deheader” unit from Finland that fitted onto the front of a

The W-Cutter mechanical weed de-header.
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medium sized tractor that grabbed my attention. There are
also a number of companies working on selective “weed
removal” technology which I’m keeping an eye on.
OO Tillage tools that try to really minimise soil disturbance
– tillage is certainly making a comeback as manufacturers
recognise there are very different types of tillage needs and
are designing the right tools for these needs rather than the
good old ‘one-size-fits-all’ chisel plough which tears up the soil
structure when it may not always be an appropriate solution

Tracks to reduce compaction
Tracks are a simple concept that’s been around for a long time
but seems to continue to be spreading fast. There were many
suppliers offering tracks at the show.

NEXT PAGE

As equipment continues to get larger and people are more
focused on getting the most out of every square metre of their
land, tracks are becoming more popular to reduce the issues of
compaction.
Just about every new machine now seems to come with track
options and there are lots of after-market suppliers who can fit
tracks onto just about any existing machine.
Soucy was one of a number of good suppliers that stood out
to me. I think we are going to see a lot more tracks in Australia,
too.

Planting technology improvements
Seed singulation with small grains
One big thing I liked was the ability to now achieve seed
singulation with small grains, particularly when combined with
variable rate seeding and section control on planters.

One of many specialist track manufacturers at the show.

An awesome bit of small seed precision planting by Horsch –
these guys have amazing gear.

Track logic – smaller the compaction the bigger the plant.
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An example of individual planting head control to
automatically turn off seeding in headlands to avoid overpopulation of plants.
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its yield ability (which is huge) there is also a massive benefit in
ensuring that all the plants in a paddock tiller at the same time –
no more waiting for late tillers.
We do a lot of contract harvesting and we are frequently
stopped waiting for the late tillers to ripen whilst the rest of
the tillers are already ripe and the seed is starting to degrade in
quality in the head. Getting true singulation with variable rate
seeding and section control solves this big issue too.

NOTE: Did you notice my not-so-subtle plug for Horsch? I’m biased, but
we hire out their magnificent Tiger machines and the results right here in
Australia are consistently amazing. Just shoot me an email if you’d like to see
a demo or get some more information and case studies from farmers like
you. sam.sawley@sawleyco.com.au

Small seed singulation delivers singulation benefits to large
broadacre cereals, pulses, oilseeds and so on.

There is just huge yield potential in combining these things in
large broadacre applications:
OO Being able to have sections turn off automatically when
planting with headlands and overlaps;
OO Getting the exact spacing between seeds to optimise tillering
and yield outcomes per plant; and,
OO Putting lower seeding rates in lower yielding soils so that you
again get the optimum yield outcomes per plant.
Apart from ensuring that each individual plant maximises

Let BMC take care of your cotton from the bush to the gin.
Both CS690 Cotton Strippers and JD7760 Cotton Pickers are
available to suit your personal 2018 cotton season needs.
Our machines can be adapted to suit most planting
configurations. If required, we handle staging and transport
on a variety of trailer options including a limited number of
9 bale trailers.
While we predominantly service Moree, Goondiwindi,
Gunnedah and the surrounding areas we are prepared to
travel further afield.

Contact Ross Munro

The huge site of Agritechnica.

Customise your OWN MACHINE to suit your needs:
• Extensions: Up to 12m to suit dryland cotton.
• Walkways: Improve Safety – Ease of maintenance access –

Reduce down time when replacing plastic - Reduce cotton trash
to radiator - Better position to store used plastic cores.

• Fire Suppression Systems: 3 stage fire suppression – No
specialised wiring required – Fits existing pickers & strippers.

• Wrap Roller Modification: Stop wrap rolling around lower roller.
• Guess Row Averagers • Fuse Panels
• Transport Kits

02 6751 1533
0428 657 033
admin@bmcpartnership.com.au
www.bmcpartnership.com.au
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